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Background: Isobaric quintets provide the best test of the isobaric multiplet mass equation (IMME) and can
uniquely identify higher order corrections suggestive of isospin symmetry breaking effects in the nuclear Hamilto-
nian. The Generalized IMME (GIMME) is a novel microscopic interaction theory that predicts an extension to
the quadratic form of the IMME. Only the A = 20, 32 T = 2 quintets have the exotic Tz = −2 member ground
state mass determined to high-precision by Penning trap mass spectrometry.

Purpose: To establish A = 36 as the third T = 2 isobaric quintet with the Tz = −2 member ground state mass
measured by Penning trap mass spectrometry and provide the first test of the predictive power of the GIMME.

Method: A radioactive beam of neutron-deficient 36Ca was produced by projectile fragmentation at the National
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory. The beam was thermalized and the masses of 36Ca+ and 36Ca2+ were
measured by the Time of Flight - Ion Cyclotron Resonance method in the LEBIT 9.4 T Penning trap.

Results: We measure the mass excess of 36Ca to be ME= −6483.6(56) keV, an improvement in precision by a
factor of 6 over the literature value. The new datum is considered together with evaluated nuclear data on the
A = 36, T = 2 quintet. We find agreement with the quadratic form of the IMME given by isospin symmetry, but
only coarse qualitative agreement with predictions of the GIMME.

Conclusion: A total of three isobaric quintets have their most exotic members measured by Penning trap mass
spectrometry. The GIMME predictions in the T = 2 quintet appear to break down for A = 32 and greater.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of isospin symmetry, put forth by Heisen-
berg, is a generalization of the similarities of the proton
and neutron under the influence of the strong nuclear
force [1]. It treats the proton and neutron as degenerate
states of the same hadronic particle and frames an ele-
gant explanation to the similarity of p and n masses, np
and pp nuclear scattering, and properties of atomic nu-
clei with the same number of total nucleons, A. Isospin
introduces new quantum numbers T and Tz. By con-
vention, Tz = 1/2 for the free neutron, Tz = −1/2 for
the free proton. In atomic nuclei with N neutrons and
Z protons, isospin coupling yields Tz = (N − Z)/2 and
allows T = |Tz|, |Tz| + 1, ..., A/2. Across isobars, states
with similar properties can belong to isospin-degenerate
multiplets and are called isobaric analog states (IAS).

Under isospin symmetry, all members of a multiplet
would have the same mass. This symmetry is broken by
the mass difference between protons and neutrons and
Coulomb interactions between nucleons. First-order per-
turbation theory gives a correction to the nuclear mass
excess, the Isobaric Multiplet Mass Equation (IMME) [2]:

ME(A, T, Tz) = a(A, T ) + b(A, T )Tz + c(A, T )T 2
z

Coefficients are determined by either theoretical predic-
tion or fitting to measured nuclear masses. Second-order

Coulomb effects, 3-body interactions, and isospin mix-
ing naturally extend the IMME by adding dT 3

z and eT 4
z

terms, but the coefficients of these terms have generally
been expected to be small (. 1 keV) [3–5]. Therefore, a
need for large d or e coefficients to describe a multiplet
suggests a breakdown of isospin symmetry. Recent work
done with ab initio methods (AV18 and AV14 interac-
tions [6] solved with the Brueckner theory [7]) introduce
the Generalized IMME (GIMME) that predicts d coeffi-
cients of a few keV (and smaller e coefficients) that vary
over atomic number A. These non-zero coefficients arise
from the density dependence of isospin non-conserving
effects in the nuclear medium and Coulomb polarization
effects in the common proton-neutron “core” of a multi-
plet [8, 9].

Higher-order coefficients in the IMME are best
searched for in T = 2 quintets, where d and e coefficients
can be uniquely determined simultaneously. Often, the
largest challenge in measurement of a quintet’s IMME
coefficients is the difficulty of precision measurement of
the neutron-deficient Tz = −2 member. The short half-
lives and challenging production, due to proximity to
the proton drip-line, of these members limit the range
of experimental measurement techniques capable of keV-
level precision. As such, only two quintets exist (A =
20, 32) [10–12] with all members’ ground state masses
measured to keV-level precision. In both cases, 20Mg
(A = 20, Tz = −2) and 32Ar (A = 32, Tz = −2) were
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measured by Penning trap mass spectrometry, the most
precise method of determining atomic mass [11, 13, 14].
The current mass excess of 36Ca, ME= −6450(40) keV,
has remained unchallenged since the measurement of the
40Ca(4He,8He)36Ca neutron-knockout reaction Q-value
was published in 1977 [11, 15]. Another reaction mea-
surement around 1998 remains unpublished [16–18]. A
Penning trap mass measurement of 36Ca would mark
the third (and heaviest) IMME quintet with the chal-
lenging Tz = −2 member measured to high precision by
Penning trap mass spectrometry. The complementary
A = 36 members are already known to a satisfactory
precision through a combination of mass measurements
involving Penning traps and careful particle threshold
measurements [11]. Additionally, the GIMME predicts
the A = 36 quintet d coefficient to have the largest de-
parture from the quadratic IMME, making the mass mea-
surement of 36Ca particularly relevant [9].

II. EXPERIMENT

At the National Superconducting Cyclotron Labora-
tory, a primary beam of 40Ca was accelerated to 140
MeV/nucleon with the Coupled Cyclotron Facility and
impinged on a 658 mg/cm2 thick target of beryllium to
produce 36Ca20+ (t1/2 = 102(2) ms [19]). The cocktail
secondary beam was transported to the A1900 fragment
separator [20], where magnetic isotopic-selection trans-
ported a purified (∼ 1%) beam of 36Ca20+ to the NSCL
gas cell [21]. Aluminum degraders and high-purity he-
lium gas in the gas cell (95 mbar) stopped the fast beam.
Internal radio frequency quadrupole electrodes guided
ions out of the gas cell volume to vacuum, where a dipole
magnet of resolving power ∼ 1500 selected ions of a spe-
cific mass-to-charge ratio A/Q. Ions were transported
to the Low-Energy Beam and Ion Trap (LEBIT) facility,
which is unparalleled among Penning trap facilities for
its capability to measure the mass of short-lived rare iso-
topes produced by projectile fragmentation [22]. Fig. 1
shows a schematic of the gas cell and LEBIT facility.

In LEBIT, the masses of 36Ca+ and 36Ca2+ were mea-
sured by the Time of Flight - Ion Cyclotron Resonance
method [23]. Following production, the ion beam is
stopped, cooled, and accumulated to form ion bunches in
low-pressure helium gas (3 · 10−2 mbar cooling, 5 · 10−4

mbar bunching) [24]. After an accumulation time of
100-200 ms, a short < 10 µs bunch is ejected. A fast
electrostatic kicker provides additional A/Q selection by
time-of-flight (TOF) filtering before the ion bunch passes
into the LEBIT Penning trap, a high-precision hyper-
bolic electrode trap system housed in a 9.4 T supercon-
ducting solenoidal magnet [25]. In the trap, the ion’s
motion is described by three eigenmotions with charac-
teristic frequencies (νi): trap-axial (νz), magnetron (ν−),
and modified-cyclotron (ν+), as described in Ref. [26].
The ion bunch is purified by simultaneously applying a
sum of dipole radio frequency electric field (RF) at the

modified-cyclotron frequencies of identified contaminant
ions and the Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier Transform
(SWIFT) technique, a dipole RF excitation waveform
calculated to emulate a fixed-period 10 kHz RF window
outside of the ion of interest’s ν+ [27, 28]. This dipole RF
excites contaminant ions’ modified-cyclotron motion out
of the trap sensitive volume, reducing the measurement
of trapped contaminant ions. Quadrupolar RF with a
frequency νRF is applied in the trap near the ion of in-
terest’s cyclotron frequency νc = ν− + ν+ to convert ini-
tial magnetron motion created by Lorentz steerers [25] to
modified-cyclotron motion. Ions are ejected to a multi-
channel plate detector outside of the 9.4 T magnet, where
the ions’ time-of-flight is measured. This procedure is re-
peated while scanning νRF near νc to create a TOF curve
as in Fig. 2. The ion’s TOF is minimized for νRF = νc.

The measurement was performed across two settings
after a search for β-radioactivity in a silicon detector, lo-
cated after the gas cell dipole magnet, for a variety of
A/Q settings. We first set the gas cell dipole magnet to
select A/Q = 36 and measured the cyclotron frequency
of 36Ca+ in the Penning trap. The reference measure-
ment for this setting was 12C+

3 (Setting I). We then set
the gas cell dipole magnet for A/Q = 45, selecting for
molecular 36Ca(H2O)2+3 . A potential difference of 100 V
was applied between the gas cell and the LEBIT cooler
and buncher to liberate 36Ca2+ via collision-induced dis-
association [29]. The cyclotron frequency of 36Ca2+ was
measured in the Penning trap, using H2O+ as the refer-
ence (Setting II). Both settings excited the 36Ca ions for
50 ms per scan to limit losses of 36Ca ions due to decay.
Frequency measurements of the ion of interest and the
reference ion were alternated in time, with no measure-
ment running longer than 90 minutes.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the NSCL gas cell and LEBIT facility.
For further discussion, see Ref. [22]
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III. ANALYSIS

We determine the mass of the ion of interest by cal-
culating the ratio of the ion-of-interest (ion) cyclotron
frequency and the interpolated cyclotron frequency of
the reference ion (ref), R = νref/νion. Fig. 2 shows
one time-of-flight spectrum used to extract a cyclotron
frequency of 36Ca2+. The analytic form of the TOF re-
sponse curve of an ion excited in the Penning trap is
presented in Ref. [30]. The full shape of the TOF curve
was fit to data by χ2-minimization and the cyclotron fre-
quency was extracted. The mass of the ion-of-interest is
then M = (q/qref) · R · (mref − qref · me) + q · me. For
setting I, q = 1 and for setting II, q = 2. The refer-
ence ion was singly charged in both settings, so qref =
1. We measured R = 1.00019369(50) for the Setting I
and R = 1.00078041(18) for Setting II. Mass dependent
systematic shifts, such as those due to inhomogeneities
in the magnetic field or imperfections in the trap geome-
try, have been investigated at LEBIT and characterized
at ∆R ∼ 2 · 10−10/u [31]. The use of A/Q = 36 and
18 mass doublets, for setting I and II respectively, ren-
ders such mass-dependent systematics negligible. Effects
due to special relativity are estimated to ∆R ≤ 10−11.
Non-linear fluctuations in the magnetic field have been
shown to yield ∆R < 10−9/hour [32]. Shifts due to ion-
ion interactions are below our statistical uncertainty -
more than 75% of non-empty bunches contained a sin-
gle ion and bunches with 5 or more ions were discarded
from the analysis. Varying this maximum ion-count cut-
off from 1 to 5 ions yields ∆R ∼ 10−8. As these sys-
tematic effects are well controlled relative to our sta-
tistical precision (∼ 10−7), they were considered to be
negligible in the analysis. While each setting has a lim-
ited number of measurements, the near-unity Birge ratio
[33] (setting I - 0.56(33), setting II - 0.81(27)) of each
setting suggests that the assigned statistical error bars
are appropriate. We used the most recent Atomic Mass
Evaluation [11] for the mass of the reference ion in each
setting to calculate the mass excess of 36Ca. The chem-
ical binding energy (∼ 10 eV) was treated as negligible.
The two settings yield MEsetting-I = −6494(17) keV and
MEsetting-II = −6482.3(59) keV, for an error-weighted
averaged value of ME= −6483.6(56) keV, shown in Fig.
3. The agreement between the two A/Q settings demon-
strates the strong constraints on A/Q-dependent system-
atic effects.

IV. DISCUSSION

A literature search for updates to the A = 36 quin-
tet found the most recent IMME [10] and atomic mass
[11] evaluations to be current. We adopted these val-
ues, replacing the previous 36Ca measurement by our
new value with 6 times more precision, and performed
quadratic, cubic, quadratic+eT 4

z , and quartic fits by
χ2-minimization to extract coefficients of the extended

TABLE I. Mass excesses (ME) and excitation energy of the
isobaric analog states (EIAS) used to tabulate the mass excess
of IAS states (MEIAS) in our analysis. The 36Ca value is from
the present measurement. Previous values are incorporated
from Ref. [10, 11].

Species ME (keV) EIAS (keV) MEIAS (keV)
36Ca −6483.6(56) – −6483.6(56)
36K −17417.1(3) 4282.4(24) −13134.6(24)
36Ar −30231.540(27) 10852.1(12) −19379.4(12)
36Cl −29522.01(4) 4299.667(14) −25222.35(4)
36S −30664.12(19) – −30664.12(19)

IMME. Table I gives the inputs for this analysis and
Table II presents the output coefficients. We find that
the quadratic model describes the A = 36, T = 2 quin-
tet well, with a chi-square per degree of freedom of
χ2/ν = 0.65/2 (p-value of 0.72). Furthermore, the quar-
tic fit yields d = −0.4(6) keV and e = 0.2(6) keV, both of
which are consistent with the IMME prediction of zero.
A = 36 now has the second-most precise measurement of
T = 2 IMME coefficients, following A = 32.

A. The GIMME

We plot the T = 2 IMME d and e coefficients in Fig.
4, similar to the presentation in Ref. [9], updated with
the present work on the A = 36 quintet. Our new cal-
culation of the experimental d coefficient is consistent
with the IMME (δ ∼ 0.7σ) and less-so with the GIMME
prediction (dGIMME = −1.98, δ ∼ 2.6σ), where δ is the
prediction/experiment difference and σ is the one stan-
dard deviation experimental error. The experimental d
coefficient is between the predictions of the IMME and
GIMME, as in the A = 20, 24 quintets. The e coef-
ficient is consistent with both the IMME and GIMME
(eGIMME = 0.114), but the predictions of the GIMME
are small across A and, therefore, similar to the IMME.

Currently, no experimental e coefficient can discrimi-
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FIG. 2. Time-of-flight resonance of 36Ca2+ with 50 ms exci-
tation time. The smooth curve shows the fit of the theoretical
curve, used to extract νc [30].
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TABLE II. Updated coefficients of several variations of the IMME and the quality of fit, described by chi-squared per degree
of freedom and corresponding p-value. Experimental inputs are given in Table I.

a b c d e χ2/ν p-value
−19378.9 ± 0.5 −6044.2 ± 0.8 200.8 ± 0.3 – – 0.646/2 0.724
−19379.6 ± 1.0 −6043.8 ± 1.0 201.3 ± 0.7 −0.3 ± 0.4 – 0.077/1 0.781
−19379.4 ± 1.2 −6044.4 ± 0.9 201.6 ± 1.8 – −0.1 ± 0.3 0.463/1 0.496
−19379.4 ± 1.2 −6043.5 ± 1.7 200.8 ± 2.2 −0.4 ± 0.6 0.2 ± 0.6 – –

nate between the two predictions, as their difference is
beyond an order of magnitude smaller than most of the
quintets’ experimental error bars. The oscillatory behav-
ior of the d coefficient over A predicted by the GIMME
(and strongly evidenced in the T = 3/2 quartets) appears
muted in the T = 2 cases. The oscillatory pattern in the
GIMME theory papers [8, 9] was attributed to nuclear
shell structure, with predictions of small d, e coefficients
in multiplets containing magic or near-magic numbers,
so it is peculiar to see only weak experimental evidence
in T = 2.

We do not rule out the GIMME prediction for A = 36.
This rough compatibility highlights the nearby A = 32
quintet, which departs from both the IMME and GIMME
with a positive d coefficient, dexp = 0.90(19) keV [10]. A
recent theoretical discussion of the A = 32 quintet [34]
framed this departure from the quadratic IMME as a
consequence of isospin mixing. Isospin mixing strength
was calculated with the USD, USDA, USDB shell model
interactions and each predicted a positive d coefficient
(dtheory = 0.28− 0.39 keV), similar to, but smaller than
the experimental value. However, mixing strength de-
pends strongly on the precise difference in energy of
nearby states capable of mixing with the IAS. A con-
founding factor of these calculations is the 100-150 keV
rms deviation typical of the empirical interactions; a 100
keV shift in any of the participating states’ energy lends
itself to a considerable change in the shift of the IAS pre-
dicted due to isospin mixing. The work predicted nearby
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FIG. 3. Mass excess of 36Ca determined by measurements of
36Ca+ and 36Ca2+ and their 1σ error bars. The horizontal
lines show the 1σ error band from the AME2016 (dot-dashed
red) [11, 15] and this work (solid blue). Note the near overlap
of lower-bound lines near ME ∼ −6490 keV.

(∆[Ei − EIAS ] < 500 keV) states in both 32Cl and 32S
that shift the members’ IAS energy by > 1 keV (although
the d coefficient is not sensitive to shifts in the Tz = 0,
32S, IAS energy). Experimental spectroscopic data of
these levels is insufficient to control for differences of the
predicted mixing-states’ energies across the utilized inter-
actions. In the A = 36 multiplet, despite strong agree-
ment with the zero d coefficient of the IMME, a theoret-
ical work similar to Ref. [34] would be useful, along with
appropriately detailed spectroscopy, especially in 36K.

B. Outlook

Given the agreement between experiment and GIMME
prediction for the A = 20, 24 quintets and the tension in
the A = 32, 36 quintets, it is important to precisely mea-
sure the quintets in the middle. In both the A = 24, 28
quintets, uncertainty contribution in the d and e coeffi-
cients is led by the ground state mass measurements of
the Tz = −2 members, (24Si, 28S). The mass of 24Si was
recently measured by LEBIT to a precision that may offer
discrimination between the IMME and GIMME predic-
tions, and the publication is currently being prepared.
A measurement of 28S will finish the A = 28 quintet,
giving IMME coefficients from A = 20 − 36 in regular
steps of δA = 4. Additionally, paired with recent proton-
separation energy measurements [35], a high-precision
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FIG. 4. d and e coefficients of the T = 2 quartic IMME. The
star points come from GIMME theory [9]. The circular points
are from the experimental literature [10, 12] and the square
point is the update to the A = 36 quintet from this work.
Those quintets with experimental error bars larger than the
figure are omitted. Update to Fig. 3 from Ref. [9]
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measurement of 28S would update the mass of 29Cl and
may clarify the source of the large T = 5/2, A = 29 d
coefficient (d = 28(7) keV), the largest measured cubic
coefficient across all masses and isospin [36].

In principle, T = 2 quintets of mass A = 40 and higher
may be accessible experimentally. The A = 40 quintet
currently would benefit from Penning trap mass mea-
surements of both Tz = −1 (40Sc) and Tz = −2 (40Ti)
members. A challenge to these measurements is low pro-
duction cross-sections due to these isotopes’ proximity
to the proton-drip line. Additionally, the measured half-
lives of Tz = −2 members are the shortest of a multi-
plet’s members. Advanced Penning trap techniques like
Phase Imaging - Ion Cyclotron Resonance (PI-ICR) [37–
39] will extend the half-life and precision reach of Penning
trap mass measurements with rare isotopes, and next-
generation fragmentation facilities such as the Facility
for Rare Isotope Beams in East Lansing, Michigan, USA
are expected to have favorable beam rates. For most
A = 4n+ 2 quintets (n is an integer), the Tz = −2 mem-
bers are proton-unbound. The exceptions are A = 22, 26,
however no T = 2 IAS have yet been identified in odd-
odd Tz = 0 nuclei 22Na and 26Al.

Despite this discussion’s focus of testing the GIMME
d coefficient predictions, the GIMME predicts non-zero e
coefficients that will be experimentally accessible in the
near future. Based on previously achieved precision in
the best-measured IAS excitation energies (σE,IAS . 100
eV [10]) and the cited PI-ICR measurements with 100-
200 ms accumulation times [37, 38], it should be a goal
to test the GIMME e coefficients. By setting a preci-
sion goal of 100 eV in the ground state mass measure-
ments and the IAS excited state spectroscopy (in tandem
with the previously mentioned search for isospin mixing
states), we stand to search for anomalous e coefficients
equal in magnitude to the GIMME predictions at a 2−3σ
level (|eGIMME| ∼ 0.07− 0.11 keV).

Achieving experimental precision of . 100 eV across a
isospin multiplet would strengthen a suite of experimen-
tal tests of the Standard Model that are sensitive to the
Q-value of the superallowed beta-decay of the Tz = −2
member of a multiplet. The precise measurements of
T = 2 superallowed 0+ → 0+ decay properties, such as
those measured in the decay of 32Ar in Ref. [40], stand
to build upon the comprehensive evaluation of T = 1
superallowed 0+ → 0+ decays by Towner and Hardy
[41] testing the Conserved Vector Current hypothesis and
consequentially providing the most precisely known ele-
ment in the quark-mixing Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

matrix. Scalar currents in the weak interaction can be
probed by measuring the beta-neutrino angular correla-
tion in the decays of T = 2 nuclei and modern programs
stand to improve on earlier work done with 32Ar [42]
(TAMUTRAP [43, 44], WISArD [45, 46]). Additionally,
one may set limits on electron-sterile neutrino mixing
from precision measurements of the beta-particle energy
distribution [47, 48]. Currently, the Q-value of the super-
allowed beta-decay of 32Ar is the only T = 2 beta-decay
energy measurement approaching the precision required
for these tests (σQ = 1.9 keV [10]), and a catalogue of
precisely measured (σQ . 100 eV) T = 2 Q-values would
afford novel-physics searches a valuable range of nuclei
to benchmark nuclear physics -driven systematic effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the mass excess of neutron-deficient
36Ca, measured directly for the first time with the Time
of Flight - Ion Cyclotron Resonance method in the
LEBIT 9.4 T Penning trap at the National Supercon-
ducting Cyclotron Laboratory. This completes the third
isobaric quintet with the challenging Tz = −2 mem-
ber ground state mass determined to high-precision with
Penning trap mass spectrometry. We interpreted this
new result in the context of the Isobaric Multiplet Mass
Equation and a new ab initio derived calculation that
naturally extends the IMME. We find excellent agree-
ment in the A = 36, T = 2 isobaric multiplet with the
quadratic IMME, and only coarse qualitative agreement
with the new GIMME predictions. Tension is emerging
between GIMME T = 2 predictions and experimental
measurements for A = 32 and heavier.
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